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Save on the cost of an SBC membership before 5pm Monday!

At 5pm BST on Monday 25th July, SBC memberships will increase in price, meaning those of you not already signed up will pay an increased subscription fee.

Join now and LOCK IN the current low prices whilst you can!
 Days

 Hours

 Minutes

 Seconds



Join NOW
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Free SBC Membership
Sign-up now & enjoy 4 free expert betting reports


Leave your name




Enter your email address




Free Membership
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Congratulations

Check your inbox to confirm your email and to get started right away!


  

  Free Pro Gambler Emails
Want To Know How SBC Can Help Your Betting?

Then sign-up now to receive exclusive emails from the SBC team of professional gamblers. Includes access to 4 FREE expert reports featuring:
> Exclusive SBC reviews of FREE and paid profitable tipsters

> Revealing interviews with pro punters on how they make their betting pay

> Real-life reports on the betting profits we have made with tipsters
>  PLUS regular news and updates to keep you 1 step ahead of the bookies.


Enter your email address below and start your profitable betting quest...



Success!Please check your email to confirm your subscription.




There was an error submitting your subscription. Please try again.



Email Address




Subscribe


We won't send you spam. You can also unsubscribe at any time.
Powered by ConvertKit





JOIN THE TIPSTER EXPERTS TODAY


Free
Membership

2 X Free SBC Magazines

Free Tipster Report

Free Real-Life Profits Report


Join Now

SBC
Membership

All Tipster Profit Reports

All SBC Magazines

Free Tipster Access

Bet Diary Pro Access

Betting Exchange Tipsters

Bookmaker Restrictions Help

Back Catalogue Access

Tipster Savings

Money Back Guarantee

Broker & Exchange Guide

SBC Forum Access


Join Now


SBC 139
[image: ]Issue 139 – Andy Holding Reviewed
In the second of our revamped monthly SBC Magazines, we are back with another jam-packed betting bonanza in our February Issue, #139.
Here What’s Inside:
	Our in-depth review of Andy Holding Speed Figures, the private service of the famed horse racing tipster
	Additional analysis of Andy’s Oddschecker tips
	SBC’s take on Matchbook, the pretender to the ‘exchange king’ crown
	Three ways to help you get on, with a free SBC service and guides for bookmakers & brokers
	Links to all podcasts, videos, articles and blogs from SBC in January
	A ‘Your Questions Answered’ section as the SBC Team provide support for members who have queries or issues with their betting
	News, as we profile the key goings on in the gambling world over the last month
	Tweets of interest – all the important posts on ‘X’ from the last month

Read all of this and more in SBC 139 – available to download the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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SBC 138
[image: ]Our Biggest Ever SBC Magazine
For 2024, we have decided to make a major change to how we deliver our SBC Magazines, starting with the release of SBC 138 today, which is our biggest EVER issue!
This is because it includes not just our major reviews and feature articles, but also important news, podcasts, videos, tweets and a section dedicated to answering your questions.
Effectively Issue 138 collates everything of interest from a smart betting perspective into one easy to find PDF.
Inside Issue 138:
	Our Golf Betting Special Report that provides services, tips and tricks to make profits with both bookmakers and exchanges
	A guide to ‘Account Agent‘, our new free service that helps maintain bookmaker accounts.
	Links to all podcasts, videos, articles and blogs from SBC in January
	A ‘Your Questions Answered’ section as the SBC Team provide support for members who have queries or issues with their betting
	News, as we profile the key goings on in the gambling world over the last month
	Tweets of interest – all the important posts on ‘X’ from the last month

Read all of this and more in SBC 138 – available to download the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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SBC 137
[image: ]A New Generation of Tipsters – Chasing Steamers In Depth Review Out Now!
The latest SBC Magazine – Issue 137 explores the fascinating and profitable Chasing Steamers service, which is an immediate entrant into the SBC Hall of Fame.
Its a service with a twist as it scrapes odds from top bookmaker, Pinnacle to find bets being significantly backed for you to bet upon.
Our review explores not only the service and its operation but our own real-life results using Chasing Steamers and the profits made.
Also Inside SBC Issue 137:
	Premium Racing Tips Investigated: This 86% ROI ‘Inside Information’ service claims to be the best out there. We explore how they stack up and some of the issues we have with their claims.

Read all of this and more in SBC 137 – available to download the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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SBC Tipster Profit Report Oct 2023
[image: ]Ranked: The Very Best Horse Racing Tipsters
We have just released our brand new Horse Racing Tipster Profit Report featuring all of the latest results, ratings, league tables and recommendations from us for the very best racing judges.
Our 8 Hall of Fame rated tipsters are joined by 19 other top horse racing advisory services that have unique offerings for different codes of racing, odds ranges and betting strategies to make consistent profits.
Inside, you will find:
	Updated results & figures for each tipster over the last 12 months
	Latest ratings for everything from profitability and risk through to odds availability and cost
	Comparative league tables to help you pick out the best racing experts
	Our independent commentary to help you decide which tipsters you should follow in!
	Any relevant notes on service changes, exclusive SBC Member discounts and betting bank analysis.

Available for immediate download with an SBC Membership, this report is the Gold Standard of tipster tracking and will help pinpoint the best experts for you to follow.
Grab this Tipster Profit Report the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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SBC Tipster Profit Report Sept 2023
[image: ]Discover The Best Sports Tipsters – Including Our New NFL Hall of Fame Expert
The very latest SBC Sports Tipster Profit Report has just been published, featuring all the latest results, ratings, league tables and recommendations from us on the best Sports Tipsters to follow.
In this report we welcome TWO new services into our ‘Hall of Fame’ including the NFL tipster with a fantastic record dating back several years.
With NFL betting bigger than ever and the huge SBC member discount (worth £124!) this has meant that interest in this NFL tipster is very strong. Especially when you consider they have made a 10.1% ROI and 181 points profit over nearly 1000 bets in major NFL markets.
Available for immediate download with an SBC Membership, this report is the Gold Standard of tipster tracking and will help pinpoint the best experts for you to follow.
Grab this Tipster Profit Report the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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SBC 136
[image: ]Latest SBC Magazine Out Now – 2 More Tipsters & The Expert Betfair Software Reviewed
The latest SBC Magazine – Issue 136 has it all. Two in-depth tipster reviews, an introduction to some very smart software and all with our commitment to helping bettors of all experience levels running through every sentence!
All three reviews can be read in full as a member of the Smart Betting Club.
Inside SBC Issue 136:
	Tipster Review #1: The European basketball expert who has made 16.33% ROI since 2016, all quoting Pinnacle prices! We break down his record & discover where (and when) to back his selections.
	Tipster Review #2: The horse racing service specialising in the big Saturday races and festival meetings. We explore price sensitivity, exchange angles and much more in this deep dive.
	SBC Member Review: An introduction to Betfair automation software with visual guides, tips and tricks to help you get your bets down on exchanges, even when you are not at your screen!

Read all of this and more in SBC 136 – available to download the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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SBC 135
[image: ]3 Racing Tipsters Perfect For Profitability On Betfair!
in SBC Magazine Issue 135, we profile three experts who are making it pay for their subscribers at the sharp end of the market (and all without bookmaker accounts!)
All three reviews can be read in full as a member of the Smart Betting Club.
Inside SBC Issue 135:
Review 1: The ‘Big Bank Expert’ with 30 years of winning experience brings his new and improved exchange friendly service back for members.
Review 2: Paul Chandler Burns’ Filtered Pricewise Strategy, which takes the best of Tom Segal’s tips and curates them to smooth out variance and improve profitability.
Review 3:The Free-To-Follow Daily Value Tipster who shares his tips in video clips, providing concise and well researched reasoning for his selections.
Read all of this and more in SBC 135 – available to download the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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SBC 134
[image: ]Game, Set & Match: Smart Bettors
SBC Magazine Issue 134 has three very different services that have remarkable records with 17.27%, 31.12% & 22.39% ROIs respectively.
All three reviews can be read in full as a member of the Smart Betting Club.
Inside SBC Issue 134:
Review 1: The tennis tipping service that has a 17.27% ROI, 2,530.54 points profit and 495% ROC from nearly 7,000 bets.
Review 2: The daily ‘lottery’ horse racing multiple service which is perfect for those looking to land a big touch and make plenty of profit along the way.
Review 3: The Irish racing specialist who uses a little black book of contacts to make consistent profits with both bookmakers and exchanges.
Read all of this and more in SBC 134 – available to download the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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SBC Tipster Profit Report March 2023
[image: ]Racing To Victory!
Our new Horse Racing Tipster Profit Report, outlining our ratings and recommendations for the many different racing tipsters we proof and track.
With Cheltenham quickly approaching, this provides the perfect opportunity for you to read all of our detailed analysis and commentary.
Inside, you will find updated results figures for each tipster, comparative league tables to help you pick out the best racing experts and our independent commentary to help you decide which tipsters you should follow in!
Discover
	Updated Results For 24 Horse Racing Tipsters
	Tipster Performance League Tables
	Tipster Analysis & Commentary
	Hall of Fame Ratings
	Latest Savings Deals & SBC Member Discounts
	Betting Bank & Staking Guidance
	Video Guide To The 10 Best Racing Tipsters
	Independent Advice On Which Tipsters You Should Follow!

Grab this Tipster Profit Report the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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SBC Tipster Profit Report January 2023
[image: ]The Best Sports Tipsters Rated & Ranked
Are you looking for a new tipster to follow this year?
Do you have an interest in a specific sport and would like to make a profit whilst following it?
Well, if you do, then the latest SBC Tipster Profit Report is here to help as it features independently reviewed results, rankings and comparative league tables for the Best Sports Tipsters as uncovered by us since 2006.
Available for immediate download with an SBC Membership, this report is the Gold Standard of tipster tracking and will help pinpoint the best experts for you to follow.
Grab this Tipster Profit Report the instant you join the Smart Betting Club.
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What is the Smart Betting Club?
The Smart Betting Club is an independent and honest reviewer and assessor of tipster services, systems and strategies.
We have analysed hundreds and proofed thousands of tipster services – with the very best tipsters listed in our Hall of Fame and featured in our Betting Magazines.
We constantly track and monitor these very best tipsters and feedback to our members on their ongoing progress with tipster league tables, ratings, charts and analysis in our ‘Tipster Profit Reports’.
Beyond just tipsters, the Smart Betting Club’s remit has expanded to cover anything and everything that matters to keen gamblers – be it by tackling issues such as account restrictions, reviewing bookmakers or simply by being a trusted source for genuinely unbiased ‘punter-friendly’ information.
Because we are funded by our members, this ensures we are fully on the side of the punter and can speak the truth about the betting industry. We are proud to be different and fiercely protective of the people we represent – you the punter.
Our goal is to help you and your betting, whether helping you win for the first time ever or to build on existing success. So why not try out our service, take advantage of our 90-day money back guarantee and see how we can help you and your betting!
 



About Pete Ling

Founder - Smart Betting Club
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Pete is both Editor and Owner of the Smart Betting Club with a passion and drive for helping people make money from their betting. He oversees all aspects of the service including the editing and compilation of every SBC Magazine & Tipster Profit Report.
A vastly experienced gambler, well known in the betting and tipping world, Pete is a fierce defender of punters rights and constantly on the hunt for anything that can help Smart Betting Club members make more money betting. He likes nothing more than seeing punters taking on the bookies and winning!
Pete has recently been interviewed and featured on BBC Radio 5 Live, BBC News, Business of Betting Podcast, Gambling Insider, Betting Expert & Racing FM about his work at the Smart Betting Club.




 How We Can Help Your Betting!




All About YOUR Betting
As the only 100% independent betting review service – we are firmly on your side and dedicated to helping you betting (and not the bookmaker!)





Expert Reports On The Best Tipsters
Quickly identify the best tipsters, track their latest results and uncover the best up-and-coming experts with our Tipster Profit Reports & SBC Magazines





16 Years Experience
You can benefit from our 16 year experience of what it takes to successfully use tipsters.





Mega Savings & Trials
As an SBC member, you can exclusively enjoy significant savings and free trials with many top tipsters. Often saving more than the cost of joining us!





Practical Betting Help
Follow SBC’s real-life professional punters and discover the tipsters they follow and the secrets behind their success!





Free Tipsters To Follow
Follow several genuinely profitable and ready-to-follow tipsters free of charge as part of your membership.



  Latest News
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⛳ Golf Betting Club Delivers AGAIN Before The Masters! ⛳

Congratulations to those of you who signed up to Golf Betting Club after reading our blog post last week!A service that is really firing this year, Akshay Bhatia delivered their latest winner as he won in the Valero Texas Open after being advised as a headline tip at 60/1 earlier in the week



Read now
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⛳ Two Golf Tipping Titans: Golf Betting Club vs. Weekly Golf Value ⛳

Weekly Golf Value has long been a favourite of ours here at the SBC as the service performs year after year, with quite remarkable returns by every metric.The 'new kid on the block' grabbing a lot of attention is Golf Betting Club and after some remarkable winners from both services in recent weeks (and with the Major season upon us), we thought that we'd profile them side by side, with some comparisons to help you decide which one would suit you best.



Read now
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🎧SBC Podcast #72 - Betting Clever: Horse Racing, Black Market Bookies, Oddschecker Unlimited & Exchanges

In the latest SBC Podcast I am joined by SBC's Josh as the Betting Clever podcast returns to tackle a whole host of important topics in the betting world.



Read now
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🏇 Cheltenham Recap: 3 Top Rated Tipsters Flying Last Week (& Beyond!) 📈

Last week we emailed to let you know about our latest Horse Racing Tipster Profit Report that provides a detailed overview of the very best racing tipster services alongside rankings for everything from cost, customer service, annualised returns and so much more.



Read now
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Bumper SBC Content: Racing Tipster Profit Report & Sys Analyst FREE At Cheltenham

The latest SBC publication - a brand new Tipster Profit Report has just been released and is available for download now.This report is a Horse Racing only report and it includes details on two new Hall of Fame entrants (and one removal). Featuring everything you need to know about the racing tipsters to follow, not just at Cheltenham Festival but all year round!With Cheltenham the main focus of most bettors this week, we also have a free service available to members for the week. One of our top rated Hall of Fame tipsters is System Analyst, which is run by Allan Darke and has a long history of beating the bookmaker and these days - the exchanges.Allan has a phenomenal long-standing ability to win on horse racing and our recent members review of his service in May 2023 outlined this in extensive detail.Well the great news is that Allan has agreed to supply ALL his Cheltenham Exchange bets free of charge to SBC members this week.



Read now





  

What Others Say About Us
If you want to find the best tipping service or the most accommodating bookmaker, if you want to start betting or improve what you’re already doing, then membership to the Smart Betting Club is a must.



Read More
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Matthew Walton
Matthew Walton Ltd


I have always found the Smart Betting Club a great source of information. Their attention to detail puts other competitors simply to shame.
I find their approach to sports betting professional, detailed and unbiased.



Read More
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Neil Stevens-Wood
Tipster Street


The Smart Betting Club helps you become a better punter and simply make more money. My members have the numbers to prove it.



Read More
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Samuel Ericson
Bettin.gs


SBC was undoubtedly the biggest single factor in setting me up for success at the outset. You gave me the confidence to get through a horrendous start where I lost £3776 of my opening £5k in the first 82 days. Without you, I would have lost my bottle completely.
Following a fantastic start to 2017 (awaiting some corrections!) so far I am up £35,210 in 23 months. Thanks guys!!!



Read More
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Clive Jones
SBC Member


SBC is a great resource for punters who want to cut through the marketing spin, and find out which services are worth joining, and all my dealings with them suggest they take that responsibility very seriously



Read More
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Declan Meagher
Learn Bet Win


A University education can cost as much as £9,250 per year. While the Smart Betting Club costs less than 1% of that and in return you will get the best education in becoming a profitable punter that you will find anywhere.



Read More
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Jon Roberts
Football Advisor







  Latest Tweets

Tweets by SBCinfo  
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18+ Bet responsibly. For more info see www.begambleaware.org

Terms & Conditions /
 Privacy Policy /
 Income Disclaimer /
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×Login or Register

To access our great pages including tips, strategies and interviews, simply login or register below.

New User?

Register
Existing User

Login
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×New User Registration
Congratulations
	Membership Type
	Personal Details
	Confirmation 


Congratulations >NAME<!

You are now a member of the >LEVEL< Tier

of the Secret Betting Club.


What would you like to do?

Back to Homepage or visit Your Account









  

Hurry Save On SBC Membership!


  